What makes the Oasis high-field MRI so different?

With Oasis, there's no compromise between patient comfort or image quality.

Oasis is the first truly open, vertical field whole body magnet that allows patients a 270-degree unobstructed view, making the scanning process more comfortable for more patients. The Oasis MRI features anatomically designed coils that deliver highly detailed images ideal for orthopedic, neurological, women's and vascular imaging.

In addition, the Oasis reduces scan time. Many exams can be completed in less than 30 minutes.

Imaging Healthcare Specialists is the only provider in Southern California to offer the Oasis open MRI system.
What is an MRI?

MRI stands for Magnetic Resonance Imaging. MRI uses a magnetic field, radio waves and computers to generate images of tissues within the body. It is safe, effective, non-invasive and uses no radiation.

The images obtained provide our physicians with a view of the body's structures enabling them to diagnose many diseases. Typically, an MRI scan will vary in length between 20 and 60 minutes, depending upon the information required by your physician.

How do I prepare for getting an MRI?

Follow all of your normal daily routines, such as eating and taking regular medication. If you have been prescribed any pain medications or muscle relaxers, please take them as instructed, before your exam. Wear loose, comfortable clothes, preferably without metal clasps or zippers. A sweat suit is ideal. You may want to leave jewelry and valuables at home. Upon your arrival, a technologist will provide an explanation of the procedure and will assist you into the scan room.

If you are having an abdominal exam, please do not eat or drink for at least 4 hours prior to the exam.

Please check with your physician or inform us if you have had brain, ear, eye or other surgeries or any of the following:

- Cardiac pacemaker
- Intra-cranial aneurysm clip
- Ear implant
- Spinal cord stimulator or pain pump
- Shrapnel, bullet or other metal fragments
- Metal clips, pins, rods, surgical steel
- Prosthesis or artificial limbs
- Braces or dentures
- Surgery on area being examined

Why should I choose Imaging Healthcare Specialists for my MRI?

San Diego-based Imaging Healthcare is a leading outpatient center of medical imaging services, including MRI's and open MRI's. Imaging Healthcare Specialists offers a highly experienced staff, the most advanced technologies and a patient-friendly environment designed for patient comfort.

For more information on scheduling or preparing for an MRI, please call us at 866.558.4320 or visit www.imaginghealthcare.com.

Open MRI Locations

1. TEMECULA VALLEY
   25150 Hancock Avenue
   Suite 105
   Murrieta, CA 92562
   T 951 600 4848

2. TRI-CITY
   3601 Vista Way
   Bldg A, Ste 101
   Oceanside, CA 92056
   T 760 631 7505

3. ENCINITAS
   477 N. El Camino Real
   Suite A 102
   Encinitas, CA 92024
   T 760 452 7150

4. POWAY
   12620 Monte Vista Road
   Suite A
   Poway, CA 92064
   T 000 000 0000

5. GOLDEN TRIANGLE
   4150 Regents Park Row
   Suite 195
   La Jolla, CA 92037
   T 858 487 9729

6. KEARNY MESA
   7625 Mesa College Drive
   Suite 103
   San Diego, CA 92111
   T 858 268 4430

7. HILLCREST-5TH AVENUE
   3366 Fifth Avenue
   San Diego, CA 92103
   T 619 295 9729

8. Hillcrest-Laurel
   2466 First Avenue
   San Diego, CA 92101

9. ALVARADO
   6386 Alvarado Court
   Suite 121
   San Diego, CA 92120
   T 619 229 2299

10. SOUTH BAY
    331 H Street
    Suite 1095
    Chula Vista, CA 91910
    T 858 487 9729

Imaging Healthcare Specialists is a full service outpatient medical imaging center company offering specialized imaging services throughout San Diego County, southern Orange County and southern Riverside County. For decades, the principals of Imaging Healthcare Specialists have been committed to offering the best medical imaging technology, highly specialized radiologist expertise and exceptional customer service to physicians and patients in southern California.